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EXACT DISORDER SOLUTIONS

PauI Ruiin
Institute für Festkörperforschung der KFA' Jülich and

lnstitute for Theoretical- Physics, Eötvös University
Budapest

The topic of my talk is the discusslon of order and disorder trajecto-
ries in lattice systems with competing interactions- l'ly main goal is to

show that although the mathematical formulation of the problem is extre-
m1y simple, the resulting body of physical informations is surprisingly
rich. I take the opportunity to give a rather pedagogical presentation

of the topic and also to comment on the history of this subject. The

seminar is organized as following :

l- Mathemati-cal formulation
2. The scheme of dimensionatity reduction
3. General physical properties on and near disorder trajectories
4. Examples: a, Decoupling lines for quantum-spin Hamiltonians at

T=0i b, Crystal growth formalism and disorder lines for Ising and Potts

models on a triangular lattice; c, Phase diagram of anisotropic three-

dimensional closed packed lattices
5. Further applications and conclusions'

l. Definitions and mathematical formulation : Order and disorder trajec-
tories are trajectories ,/subspaces/ in the parameter space of lattice
systems with competing interactions. In such systems one has not onLy

the usual /t]nermal/ competition between energy and entropy possibly 1ea-

ding to a phase transition-but also an additional competition between

two or more T=0 ground states with different periodicities. Schematical-

Iy I shall represent a phase diagram in terms of a temperature like pa-

rameter r and competition ratio denoted by r. The lattice systems under

considerati-on may be classical statisticat systems with short range in-
teractj-ons, quantum spin Hamiltonians at T=0 or lattice gauge systems

with mixed actions. A disorder /ord,er/ trajectory is a rg( r) line in this
phase diagram with welldefinedproperties /see section y' lying entirely
into a disordered /paramagnetic of fluidr/ phase or' respectively' into on

ordered phase For some models the partition function and some correlation
functions can be determined exactlv along these trajectories and this is the

point of view I would like to put forward here. A given model with competing

interacti-ons may have or may have not an exact solution along srome trajectory
onthe(t,r)-space.Accordingtomyexperience,however,ismucheasierto
inverse the problem and to construct that class of models which does have an
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exact sol-ution/I mean

or transfer matricesrl . To

simplest possible example.

-equation:
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here ground state properties of Hamiltonians
make this point clear let me present the
Consider a one-dlmensional Schrödinger-

Y :EYnnn (r)

The inverse problem in this case is to /re/construct the Hamiltonian

operator from the known {vr"ri set. This question was solved long ago

by the french mathematiclan Darbouxr. Ass\xne that one has a discrete

non-degenerate nodeless ground state

-* l-\
Y t xlo\/

where O(x) is some given function and Y^ is normalizable- An
o

elementary calculation shoas that (2) i-s the grround state if
rl)u(x)=E.^-ia"*iö - thus
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is a semi-positive definite operator with Eo = O and Yo (x)= Vo(x) ,

A = ä - 6'x
This factorization was knor,zn already by schrödinger2 hlmself and this

"ground-state representation" is very useful3 in constructing a

supersynmetric quantum mechanics4. What is imPortant for our pourpose,

however, is the observatlon that the Schrödtnger-equation in purely
imagi,nary time can be considered as a Liouville time-evolution operator
under the action of which any Ya relaxes to the unique stationary
state Y .o

Thj-s idea can be generalized to any transfer matrix corresponding
to cl-assical statistical models wlth short range lnteractions. Since

1n the spin-basis the elements of the transfer matrix are Boltzmann-
weights the matrj-x is non-negative and according to the Frobenius-
theorem the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is
nodeless:

= lovo , (vo)l t o t4)TV o
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defines a stochastic P rnatrix. Again, this operator can

as a time-evolution operator leaving the ground state Yo

by construction.

2. Dimensionalitv reduction

we are now in the position to present the general construction
schene- Our choice öf Yo o will be such as that

(vo,Yo ) = r, (a)

where Z., i-s the partition function of some fictitious /I shall call it
underlying/ system. cr is some free parameter-set characterj-zing the
underlying system. Any equal-time operator has then the ground-state
expectation value: l,

In
ph

an
Sj-nce the partition function (0') represents a "row" spin-system

1ts dimensionatity is less than the dimensionality of the original
model represented by the transfer matrix T. This dimensionality
reduction may be of tvto kinds: d + d-1 or d + O dimensionality
reduction. The scheme of the dj-mensionality reduction j-s shown below
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d+1 dimensional
classicaL stat-model
wlth
competlng interac t j.ons
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Hamiltonian
limit or
exact
mapping

d.-dim-
quantum-spin
model at

T=O

d.or O.-dimensional
classical underlYing
model with
sirnple interactions

,l

-+-

/ E -stands for a Liouville-type time evolutlon operator /

In thls scheme quite dj-fferent parts of the statistj-cal and quantum

physics are present, is thus not unexpected to find many independent

and parallel discoveries of the disorder trajectory phenonena.

I should mention flrst the extenslve r'rork of Stephensons

lLg64,)-966,Ig7Ol who solved exactly one - and two - dimensional- Islng
models with competlng interactlons and observed the presence of
dlsorder points - At this disorder points some correlatlon functions
slrnpllfled spectacularly and also the pattern of correlations changed.

Such behavlour was reported also ln other exactly soluble free-fermlon
mode1s6, although the dimenslonality reduction was not yet reallzed and

explolted in fu11. This first decade was followed by very interesting
$rork on an apparently quite different fle1d, namely the fleld of
crystal growth. wellberry and calbralthT 1Lg13,75/ and many others

inltiated the study of stochastlc crystal growth models. some of them

belng amenabre to exact solutions. Entlng8 and verhag"rr9 d"."t.re the

merlt to have made the connections between these exactly soluble
crystal growth models and dlsorder phenomena 1n Islng spln systems

(+
d.dim. f op-
with one-spin
dynamics

-Glauber-type
kinetic models
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d.dim- Xoperator
wlth many-spin

.dynamics
- crystal growth

- cellular automata
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with competing interactl_ons.
Independently, Peschel and E*"tylo reallzed the 1ower part of

the dlmensional-reductl-on scheme in the context of the two-dlmensional
axial next:b-nearest-nelghbour rsing /ANNNT/ moder and their work
helped signj-ficantly to clarifir the phase dlagram of the 2D ANNNI-
model. Myself I slmpllfied and generalized the peschel and Emery
methodll'12 .nd later using the crystal growttr, representatlon r did
a rather complete classification of disorder lines 1n two-dlmenslonal

l?modelsrr . Very recently interest on cellular automatal4 *odels
/which are equivalent to crystar growth models/ have agaln led to the
redlscovery of dlsorder type sotutlonl,s also ln three-dlmenslonal

f6models

Among the most interestlng applications of these results stands
the calculatlon of the generating function of orlented lattice anlmals
1n two- and three dlmenslons by ohar17

3. Phvslcal propertles near and on disorder traiectorles-

3a. Phase diagrrams

one of the main lnformations one obtalns from the presence of
such disorder /order/ trajectories pertain to the degeneracy of the
ground state. rf the ground state ls not degenerate the trajectory
to(rc) should be on the paramagnetlc phase. rf the ground state ls
degenerate one has an order line and ro ( r) 11es on an ordered phase
/see Section 4c/.

3b. Chanqe in the pattern of correlatlons

From exactly soluble models one knows that along the axis of
competition

<S S-> /\JoKll R+-

but

R-0 exn ( -nle,/ if t > to(r) (8)
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Here a ls the ornstej-n-zernlcke exponentr g(K,r) 1s ln general a

continuous function of (<,t) - For this reason one calls this region

oscillatory or lncommensurate disordered /ordered/ phase- Note that

sometlmestlredisorder line is deflned by the t (r) trajectory where the

maximum of the structure factor

s (\ *) = : '=o .8,,' "lErr 
B

,, t(

moves from k,1 = O to some k,, f O value- Thls trajectory
from our definition, based on the R+* behaviour of the
correlatlons -

tro)

ls dlfferent
spin-sp1n

3c. Sinqutar behaviour along the di.sorder traiectorY

F--il (.--fi r r1) -v rt '. = v in the underlying
model

/Rujänrl ,r982 |

( rr)

(1 2)€r (.-'i (*))-"* !r- = v z

t fi : critical polnt in the underlylng model

Z : ciitical dynamic exponent

uslng hyperscaling Domanyl6 l19Sq/ predicted

z: (z+ o)v in the underlying model (13)

Slnce in general ullf ,.r- one has anisotroplc scallng at r; (K) and

it 1s tempting to identify it as a Lifshltz-polnt /multicritlcal polnt
at the conmon border of a disordered, an ordered and a inconunensurate
phase/ .

3d. Exact solutions, analytic continuatlons

As already explained if r: to(r) one is able to calculate z,
."o"Rt as long a= (Yo,Yo) , (Vo,GoS"Vo) can be calculated exactly.
These solutlons can be analytlcally contlnued ln the pararneter set g

until ,o = (vo,vo) hlts the Lee-Yang sl-ngularlty edge /this happens

for orlented lattice anlmals - see ohar 17 /. A dlfferent posslbllity
ls to use the matrlx inverslon relations 18 .t recently done fdr
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2D Potts modelsl9 . In two-dimenslons
exhlblt dlsorder solutions. It would
are the three-di-mensional rnodels 'rdith
also the tetrahedron-equatlons.

4. Examples

the fully integrable models do

be of lnterest to known which

"dlsorder" solutlons satisfylng

4a. Decoupllng /order/ llnes ln a general 1/2-spin Heisenberg model

at T=O

Conslder the Hamlltonlan:

H= -r {(rrr'> t
(r+v) ol o|, + (r-y) oY oY.

rr'
. ul"'] I

\_-----\-_______

"potential energy"

(ra\

and the following Ansatz for 1o

lv >r -o = exp (Z ,"', )lo*' ,
Xo r Io > = + lo > vr (rs)

-xvzwnere o ,o-,o
Then

s lv > = -p-' r-o

are the usual Pau1l matrlces.

ct-2
lLor L {fa+azoz

<r'r'> L L ct
+ cto zzl

o oß + "l * ul" |J,".'

loca1 terms lnvolving
z-zo anct lts nn o sr

In one-dlmenslon

H=-l{"[(r+v)o] oJ*, * (r-v).1 o]*r *rol l.'l . h(o? + ";.t)J (re)

decouples /has Yo or torm (15) I tt

"kj-netic energy"
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Also because of the structure

lV > = e

d^z

--)

/o 1s real /

lYo> 1s degenerate wlthor (ra)

I O_>

(17)

(te)

h.
14)

e)

I

I

I

r5)
-J--i.-'
1

3

fhe a=o.plane ls the free-ferml-on plane. wlthln the cone one has
osclllatlng correlatlons /lnconrEnsurate ferromagnetlc phase/ while
outslde the cone thry are norotonlcarly decaying.wlthll the cone and at y=o
one expects a truly l-ncommensurate phase. Now consl-der the Hamlltonlan
(16) v'1th 

^=o 
bur tt. ] o o 

!1-ro)+ 
(1-p) 6(vj*vo)

hj = q o (nr-ho) +(r-q)o(tr_i+ho) -guenched proba6ltlry dlstrlburlons.
Obvlously tt ,3 * h: = 1 Eq. (tl) ls sarlsfled and one may calculate
exactly the ground state propertles of thls random Hamlltonlan on the
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one recovers the origj_nal Ansatz_layer. Moreover , the
correlations between even-spins/1.=1 row/ are the same as between
odd-spins /g=o row/ . proceeding further with the constructlon of
the crystal using the "detailed bafance" rure (zr) one gets a 'two-
dlmensi-onal" crystal where the spin-spln correlatlon on t=constant
equal time rows are the same and are those of the orlginal Ansatz-
1ayer. For the form (21) one gets the disorder sorutlon on the
antiferromagneti-c A rsing model 5 . rf one includes arso an external
field one has the following phssg dlagram

h
n

lbl

t,
3kBr lrrl=lrrl= l.rlwhere h =

l.rrl + l,rrl + l.r.l l.r.l + lrrl + l,:rl lJ:1. lrl

One has a 2x1 ordered and a 3x1 ordered phase as well as an
i.ncommensurate rc phase and a ferromagnetically disordered
cL = commensurate-liquid phase where the correlatins are of the form

t

3H

a=o"Rt 
-

R+-

r/_r\R --Ll2 ^-R/E\ r,, r\ c l-n CL

'*lji.
,i::i
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order 11ne. The procedure can be generallzed to higher dimenslons.

An example of a 3+I-dimensional ZZ garge lattlce theory on a dlsorder

llne has been presented by Rujän and Patk6s 12 
'

4b. Stochastic crystal grow'th allas cellular automata

melt /reservoir/

o

/

The probability to
occupy so (so=+l)
depends only on

precedessor spins

"r,12'...(o) lut
not on same generation
spins (x )

a

so

\

" time " crysta1

,:t
,j:,

*l

ffil''
#
llj."



One has a stochastlc
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v/ process:

)
( s, I ?r, r,;r, , )J

4
new

qene ration

n._. ({;r}) (zo)

generation generatlons
spln spln

Although the dynamlc pcopertles of such systems are very interestlng14,20
we treat here only equlllbrium properties. Consider the Ansatz-Iayer
/a row of Ising splns/

sujnning out exactly/iteratlon/ the even or odd splns one obtalns a new
row of spins with half of spins left and with an effective coupling
x, (c,B) : ä t" ä:*#+i . rhus the probabiltty dlstrlbutlons of
even and dd splns are identlca]. rmagine now the inverse operatlon:
start with the odd splns dlstrlbuted according to the effectlve
coupllng K, and decorate

sr s+ s6 sr

/"t\./t'/tl./
Sr Sc Ss- S?

the chaln 1n the manner shown above- If the decoratlon ls made such as

"o=2is2i+r+ 
ßs2i-;sr+' "J | 2cosh ( o.21+r+ B=zi_r)

Czt)

e(sri I "21-1'=z;*r) =
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dlvided by a disorder line
1 iquid phase characterized
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from the disordered TCL : incommensurate

by modulated correlatlons:

line slnce if

.o' ( 9. (h,r) B) R-r/2 e-R/6 1r, tct,

On the rlisorder I'ine the correlatlons are one-dlmensicnal-

."o.Rt = e-R/€ 
" 

* t

Note that the slope of the lc-bor:rdary at the h", point corresponds

to the critical activity of the exactly soluble hard hexagon model.

The procedure is easily generalized to q-state spln models. For

the isotropic Potts model on a A-lattice one obtain-s a rO q * O

disorder point for o<q<z (ro(e=z) = o ; To(e=o): -) which may

l-ndicate that the critj-cal point T" .TD moved also to T"tO

temperatures .

4c. Possible phase diaqram of closed packed three-dimensional
lattices

The simplest generalization of the a-l"attice to three dimensions

consists oi closed packed lattices. Consider hexagonal pJ-anes which

are shifted on each other as shown below by the O, o and x lattlce
points. Calling the planes denoted by 0, o, and x as A,B,C one

may form closed packed 3D lattices as regular sequences of ArB,C planes

/ABAB..-. = closed packed hexagonal, ABCABC ..- : f,cc lattice/
For our models it is not important to have regular sequences, only
that the nn. coupling between planesKo should be different than the

intraplane nn. coupling Kl_ rf onefuses as Ansatz a 2D honeycomb

latti-ce the same calculation as in two-dirnenslons leads to the

t.aiectory B'16

- cosh 3KKl=-ät"aa;f*i

This trajectory is not strictly speaking a ddlsorder
Ko. xl"* the grround state is unlque /disorder/ whlle
is /at least/ tltice degenerate. The phase diagram of
packed system is schematically shöwn below

22

- hex ..tor Ko > Kc lc
such a closed
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"< 4t,\l/ttcl
one expects a ferromagnetic ordered phase where the magnetization
points perpendicular to the hexagonal pl_anes. If r=O one expects an
usual 3D-type rsing transition between the disordered and the
ordered phase r:O . At r=O one may show that for K>1/2 the
minimal energy is obtained for m"=o configurations whire for rc*-
one has decoupled antiferromagnetic a pranes whose criticat point is
at r; = o. when the underrying model /here the 2D honeycomb rsing
model/ undergoes a phase transition 

^o 
= 4t" the disorder line

ends up probably on a Lifshitz-type murticritical point whith
anisotropic scaling and for *or 4"* it probably follows the
ferromagnetic phase boundary. We think that the line .r=O, 

"r+is a critical line, possibly with varying critical exponents. The
possibility of a truly lncommensurate phase as indicated in the
figure is not ruled out by Rc-arguments and seems quite prausible.
Note that the presence of Llre (22) trajectory rules out the
possibili-ty of a "chira1" transition 21 between .jD .na L- r think
that these models deserve further work on view of their possibre
experlmental reallzation in intercalated conpounds.
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5. ConcLusions

In conclusion we have seen that sometimes qulte simple mathematics
may lead to a rich body of physical informatlons. I think that new

lnteresting results can be obtained through dlfferent analytic
continuation of these calculations. It would be also useful to use
more sophlsticated Ansatze as well as to conslder the dynamic
poperties of systems with competj-ng interactlons.
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